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INTRODUGTION
Certain members of the Rickettsial group of fevers have
a long history.

Typhus fever is as old as the history of

war and famiQe.

Tsutsuga.mushi fever was described in some

of the oldest documents of Japan.

And yet, the study of

these fevers brought no true findings to light until the
present century-.

It was not until a "new fever?" began to

exact its toll in a local are� of the United States of Ameri
ca, and called forth the efforts of American workers, that
any organized study was made or an y scientific facts were es
tablished.

Therefore, the organized work extends back no

more than forty years and the phase of the subject with which
this paper deals is concerned with still more rec�t work.
For this reason the subject is st il} in t,he incomplete,
mobile, flaccid stage. Though +here are many well founded,
well substantiated facts presented, there are still more
that are temporary, some that are false, some that need to
be worked out more completely b-y other workers.

In spite of

the over-whelming amount of research that has been done it con+
stitutes only the ground-work of the man�r possibilities for
further research.
Since the work of Wilson (1909) and T'leil and Felix in
1915, usinp bacilli found in the urine of patients suffering
from typhus fever, there has been world-wide use of their

technique. Consequently articles in many languages make up
the wealth of literature on this subject.

Fortunately for

this reviewer, most of the research was carried on by Eng
lish speaking workers and the more important foreign articles
have been reviewed in detail in American journals.

Proper

recognitipn of the original worker will· be made and the Eng
li�h source indicated.
It is desirable that a paper of this type will be well
arranged and organized.

However, this phase of the subject

of Rickettsial disease is in a complex and poorly organized
state.

Many of the articles covered have lamented the dis

organization, the lack of proper nomenclature, and the use
of different names for the same disease by different work
ers.

Pinkerton (1942) states that, "In dealing with a new

group of infective agents, i� is inevitable that early at
tempts at nomenclature and classification, based upon incom
plete knowledge of their biological properties, should lead
to considerable confusion. Even at the present time, criteria
suitable for a satisfactory classification are not available,
and any attempts to classify the rickettsia must be consider
ed as.. having only a tentative and pragmatic value." This
paper'is dependant on this confused nomenclature and classi...
fication, for its organization and fom.

However, the curren�

classification will be used for sequence and the present ac
cepted name of the disease will be followed by its more common

synonyms. Rickettsial diseases in general will be discussed
in the

opening part

of the paper.

A brief definition, and

a

description ?f the organism and clinical picture will be given.
The history of the serological and immunological developments
that

are the

basis

of

this

paper

will be

covered.

Following

this general survey the individual diseases will be dealt with
in order.

A SURVEY OF RICKETTSIAL DISEASES
Including:
Definition
Description of Organism
Brief Clinical Picture
General History
Method of Study
Howard Taylor Ricketts, a graduate of the University of
Nebraska, completed his medical study- at Chicago Medical Col
lege and was appointed to the faculty of Rush Medical College.
Later he became Associate Professor or Pathology and Bacteri
ology at the University of Chicago. It was while he held this
position in the year

1906 that he was called to Missoula, Mon

tana to study a disease called Rocky Mountain fever.

From

this study grew the present day knowledge of all of the Rickett�
sial disease� And it is to Ricketts that we owe the credit for
discovering the organisms that were rightly named after him.
Ricketts and Wilder (1910), for the first time, recognized a
definite organism the most common form of which was "that of
two somewhat lanceolate chromatin-staining bodies, separated
by a slight a.100unt of eosin-staining subs-:-ance." These organists
have since been identified as the Rickettsial bodies.
Dyer (1940) summarized the present knowledge of the char
acteristics of the Rickettsial bodies. The rickettsia may be

defined as being small (300.,) gram-negative micro-organisms,
usually coccoid or bacillary in sh�pe. They stain blue or blu
ish purple with Giemsa and are found intra and in some types
extra-cellularly in Arthropods. Man is an incidental host.

So

far it has been impoesible to cultivate these organisms on arti�
ficial media� and in general, the rickettsia are not filterable
through the common bacterial f ilters.
Because of the small size and the inability to grow on
artificial media and because of the fact that t he organism is
still v isible and lends itself to discription, Zinsser (19.37)
is hesitant as to giving his opinion of their exact nature.
He questions the relati9nship to bacteria and indicates that
there are certain basic common charaeteristics which lead one
to believe that there.exists a special genus of micro-organisms
that, for the time being, must be set aside in a kingdom of
their o-wn, separating them from the true bacteria on one hand,
and the ultra-microscopic virus agents on the other.
The human diseases caused by rickettsia are of world-wide
distribution. According to Wolbach, (1939), it

may be said that

wherever man, rodents and the proper ectoparasites, common to

both, are found, there will be found one of the rickettsial dis�
eases.

The problems involved_in the study of these rickettsial

diseases are fascinating beyond most infectious diseases of man,
while their economic importance as a menace to life is second
only to malaria.

In every r egion of the world these "typhus like" or 11 un
cla.ssified fevers" present ver-y similar clinical pictures.
Holmes (1940) has listed the common features of the various
rickettsial infections. Briefly,. the more significant find
ings are set forth in the following paragraphs.
All of the infections due t o rickettsia are transmitted
by the bite or feces of an arthropod.

In some types there is

a local ulceration (tsutsugamushi), in.others there is no sign
of the bite (typhus).
Clinically, all of the rickettsial diseases have an acute,
explosive onset with headache, general aching, and fever.

A

cutaneous rash appears between the second and the seventh day,
with an occasional later appearance. Dyer (1940) cites one
case which puzzled him, in which the patient showed no rash at
any time though his Weil-Felix showed complete agglutination
at a dilution of 1/10,240.

The course of the infection covers

a period of' from fourte�n to twenty-one days.

In general, the

pathology in man is found in the vascular system. The lesions
are occasioned by the actual presence of-the micro-organisms
and not dif'fusable toxins.

Wolbach (1939).

Nervous a.nd mental

symptoms are common and are probably based on the vascular
lesions.
The main diagnostic test, and a technique which has made
known the relationship of the various rickettsial diseases, is
the fact that the serum of patients with one of these diseases
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contains agglutinins for one or more strains or the Proteus
OX baci llus.
There are no

specific

remedies.

Treatment

is

entirely

symptomatic.
Though the history of each of the rickettsial infections
will be considered briefly in the individual discussions, there
are a few interesting generalities that need to be mentioned.
It is difficult to s ay where the history of this disease
begins since its clinical picture was reco.gnized long before it
became

known

as a

distinct entity. There

is

an account of

a·

pestilence, written by Thucydides in 430 B.C., which was most
probably typhus.
tsutsugamushi

Crawf"urd (1914). And there are accounts of

going

back

a.s

far

a.s

the sixth century.

It ap

pears to have been for-merly Present in China, although in moderfl
times it has not been reported from that country.

Holmes (1940).

Rocky Mountain spotted fever or the western United States
was first brought to the attention of the medical group as late
as 1897, though it is believed that the disease existed in the
region prior to the advent of the white settlers.

Sampeon (19j6).

Lastly, Burnet and Freeman (1937) described a rickettsia�
like organism in patients sutf'ering from what they called

"Q"

fever.
So that now, with the newest member only six years old, :J_t
is quite possible that there is still "history to be made" in
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the

study of the rickettsial diseases.
The idea that th ese varied fevers, that ��re listed simply
as "unclassified fevers" or "Typhus like fevers", were related
seems to have first been expr�ssed in a lit�le known article
in the Indian Medical Gazzette for 1917. The article was re
viewed and quoted by Megaw (1943).

"There are seven described

diseases which may be included in the typhus group of fevers
and which have much in co�.mon ?rith each other. These are Brill's
disease, Rocky Mountain spotted fever, McNaught's South African
fever, :M.acKecknie's Kuman fever, with which� own case may
safely be grouped, the m�cula fever of Tunis�a, and typhus revet."
The first experimental t ransmission of a rickettsial dis

ease to a laboratory animal w�s achieved by Ricketts (1906), whb
realized that nothing could be oone � artificial media culturefi.
With the establishment of the disease in experinental animals,
the research w,rk progressed by leaps and bounds.

Koch's

postq,,

lates could be fulf_illed and the organisms and infected tissueef
could be studied under laborat ory conditions.
At about the same time other important observations were
filtering into the literature.

A worker in Ireland, W. James

Wilson (1909), found a bacillus in the urine of patients suf
fering from typhus fever that was agglutinated by the patient's
serum�

This work resulted in the so called Weil-Feli x reactiot.

Felix (1942) stated that the former "unclassified fevers"
ha?.e
•

been found members of the :typhus fever group ., and that the recen"t1
developments are "mainly due to the application of serological
(Weil-Felix) and immunological (cross-immunity) methods to the
study of these diseases."
The phase of the subject of rickettsial diseases ., treated
in this paper ., is dependant almost wholly on these two methods.
For this reason the "Weil-Felix" or the "Wilson-Weil-Felix" and
the cross-immunity tests will

be

discussed in t�e following

paragraphs.
Most authorities ., Zinsser (1937), Felix (1942), Wolback
(1939), ag�ee that the Weil-Felix reaction has provided, in
almost every instance ., the first evidence or the generic rela
tionship of the unlmown disease to the classical louse-borne
typhus a nd thus opened the way for the experimental. study which
has led to the demonstration of the corresponding rickettsia.
So it is worthwhile that a.mple space be given to the considera
tion of this reaction.
In 1909, W. James Wilson, working at Queens University,
Belfast, Ireland, found a bacillus in the urine or patients
suf.fering from typhus fever.

He

found that this bacillus, which

he called t1Bacillus U", was agglutinated by the serum of other

patients suffering from typhus fever and was only agglutinated
to a very slight degree by normal serum. Wilson (1909) recognjJzed
that he was dealing with a form of reterologous agglutination and
did not assume that his "Bacillus U" was the cause of the typtnjs

fever, since he never obtained the organism from the blood.
An other worker, Horisacki, in 1908, independant ly made the
same findings . in Manchuria.

He believed that he l'ras dealing

with the etiolog ical agent.
Then in

1915, Well

and

Felix,

cultivated :from the urine

of a typhus patient in Rumania, an organism belong ing to the
proteus group.

This bacillus, which they c alled

"ll",

w as ag

glutinated by the ·serum or nine other patients s uffering from
typhus, in dilutions of 1/2,000.

The same year they obtained

another strain which they c alled "X:2".

The following year

they obtained still another proteus bacillus which was ag
glutinated in titers DD.lCh higher than the two preceeding strain,.

This

bacillus they called Proteus

"Xl9".

Zinsser

(1937).

Feli:t

(1916) states that through the discovery of a new s train, which
he

and

�eil have designated

as

Il9, they have obtained an

"aus

serordentliche" serological method for the diagnosis "des Fleck+
He also explain� that the titer which is r eached by

fiebers.

the use of this strain is ten and twenty times as high as that
by the use of the X2 strain.
This form-Proteus X19-is th e basis of the Weil-Felix re
·action.

Occassiona.lly the X2 type is used in attempting differl

entiation but the X19 and t he subsequent XK strains are the most

important.
Then, in 1918, Weil and Felix dissociated the Proteus Il9
bacillus into two forms-the "H" and the "0" types.
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It was fodnd

that the "0" type was more s peel.fie in reaction with typhus sertti,
so it has been generally used for typhus diagnosis. Wilson (19�)
reviewe the work o.f Weil and Felix and his own findings and sug�
geste the use of the name "vVilson-Weil-Fe'lix 11 f or the reaction.
The explanation of the agglutination o.f Proteus X strains
by the serum .from these typhus patients is not well understood.
It has been fully shown that the causative agent of typhus !eve�
is not the Proteus bacillus. Dyer (1940) mentions that some
authorities believe that the bacillus is a variant of the ricke1tsia
and explain the Weil-Felix on that basis, others believe that it is
an example of paragglutination.

Zinsser (1937) states that some

men believe that the relation between the baoillus and the rick•t
tsia lies in the fact that they are both phases in a cycle whicl
includes an ultra-microscopic virus.

Neither of these articles

mention the workers they refer to, and Pinkerton (1942) states
that such "uncritical experiments•••••••are not worthy of seriots
consideration." The most respected opinion and the explanation
that is most acceptable now is based on the w ork of Castaneda
(1935), who has shown that the Proteus X bacillus and R. prowazfki
have a common antigenic factor-probably an alkaline and heat st�ble
polysaccharide.

Castaneda (1936) states that he has additional

evidence for this antigenic relationship in that he has demonstf:,ated
complement-binding an tibodies for Rickettsiae in Proteus X-19 ahtiserum.

Agglutination has been recorded as early as the fifth day bf
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the disease and the maximum results are obtained from the eight�
to the twenty-first day according to Manson (1936).

Hob1es (1940)

points out that, unlike agglutinins in tularemia, the titer of
agglutinins in the blood of patients suffering from rickettsial
diseases decreases quickly during convalescence and usually dis�
appears entirely with complete recovery.
In the course of time, serological variations or the origi�
nal 0X2 and 0ll9 have a.risen.

Important among these is the Pro-I

teus OX-K strain.
Felix and Rhodes (1931) tell of the origin of the OXK or
OX Kingsbury strain. This strai n was ·sent out in 1921 by the
National Type Culture Collection.

In 1923, A. N. Kingsbury too�

it to the Straits Settlement in the Malay States.

In 1925, it

was used by Fletcher and Lesslar in investigations which led to
the discovery of the nature of the endemic tropical fever of
Ma,_laya.

Other ll9 strains were obtained and used in agglutina

tion tests. The K strain was the only one which agglutinated
with the blood of the tropical cases, so it was realized that
a new and useful strain of the bacillus had been derived.
It has been found that certain of the rickettsial diseases
will cause agglutination of one of the Proteus X strains at a
higher titer than the others. This has suggested a means of
classification for the rickettsial diseases. Dyer (1940) ob
jects to such a classification because, although typhus and

spotted fever are distinct epidemiologically and immunologically
they give agglutination reactions much alike .

He objects too ,

because "Q 11 fever, a definite rickettsial disease, does not agglutinate any kno1·m strain of proteus .
Felix (1942), however, has set up a classification based
on serology which has been accepted 'uy most writers.

He states

that the serology of the typhus group has been based on the antigenic relationship between the rickettsiae of the various diseases and the corresponding varities of Proteus X.

He also

points out that the relationship is strikingly demonstrated by
the close correlation between cross- irimunity and agglutination
reaction with the three !)roteus X strains- -OX19, OX2, and OXK .
Tre following table presents his provisional classification
of the typhus fever group:
PROVISimTftL CLASSIFICATION OF TT-rB TYPHUS '}PC'UP OF FEVERS
Immunological
Type
Type OXK
Type OX19
Sub-P".roup
Undetermined
of Disease .

Name

Classical epidemic Tsutsugamushi
typhus
fever of .hprr,~b;:1 rdillo (Mexico)
an, Formosa,
Bril.rs Disease-(U.S.A.
Malay, Dutch
ast Indies)
Endemic typhus-(U. S.
A., Austral . ,
Scrub typhus
Greece , Syria,
of Malay,
Dutch East
Hanchuria, Malay
(shop t,rphus) ,
Indies, Ind1a,
French IndoIndia, Burma ,
Phillipuines,
China, Austr 1
Hawaii, Toulon
(fievre natil"]_ue),
etc .)

'Continued'
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Spotted fever
-(Rocky Mountains)
Spotted fever
-( eastern U.
S.A.·)
Sao Paulo typhus
Fievre boutonneuse
-(Mediterranian J
Fievre exa~thematique-(Marseilles)
Feibre f:)rrutiva
-(Italy)
Tick bite fever
-(So. Africa
( epidemic and
endemic)

(Continued----:}
Lrn1m.mological
Sub-group

Type OX19

Type OXK

Type
Uncletermine<l
Typhus-( So . Africa)
Tick borne typhuf
of India., Kenys
etc.)
"

Vector

Lice a.'1d Rat Fleas

Mites

Ticks, lice and
rat fleas.
I

Reservoir of
virus

Rats, Man

Agglutination OX19 ttt

OX2
OXK

Field mice and
rats

Rodents, dogs ,
ticks, :nan

OX19OX2
OXK ttt

OX19
OX2
OXK

-

+

-

t
t

+

1
I
I

elix concludes that even more specific classification will
be attempted and subdivisions will be made ::iossible by the future
study of the he::it labile "H" form of the antigen.
The second reaction of major importance in determining the
relationship of one disease entity to another is by cross-immunization .
Cross-immunization is dependant on a com:;:,lex body response lto
a disease process.
fined as,

11

This respo'1se is knovm as immunity 1nd is de-

the power which the animal bo

has to resist the action

or organic foreign substances, actually or potentially harmful. 11
Bigger (19'39).

The term irrnnunity is frequently restricted to re-

sistance against aacteria and their n:roducts, and it is with tl'ie
restricted in+.erpretat ion that t hi8 paper is chiefl7 concerned .,
Im.1nmity is further subdivided <i.nd it is with the active
form that the work in crosR- irl'r.i.unity -is carried out .
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That is, the

a~L'na.ls are innoculated -with the organism itself .

In this work

the organisms used are neither modified or attenuated .

It may

be pertinent to say at this point, that the death rate brought
about by this exposure to the organisms is used as an index when
determining the death rate following the inoculation of a second
organism or reinoculation with the srune organism at a later date.
Lewthv1aite 1 s (1936) experiments with tsutsuganrushi and rural
typhus, which will be referred to later, serve as an example of
this proceedure.
The subject of immunity is a complPx and controversial
field in i'1tself.

'Nhe ther it is cellul1,r , humor al or both is

of no importance in this discuss~_on .

It will

l-)8

sufficient

tc state that it is a response to various chemical compounds
of high molecular weight, and particularly polysaccharides,
as weil as protiens.

Bieger (1939).

The mechanism of response is the formation of antibodies,
probably in the reticulo-endothelial system.

They are a re-

sponse to'the foreign substance which is called the antigen.
This antigen-antibody reaction would be of little value for the
purpose of showing relationship except for the fact that one
of the most lmportant and characteristic features of antibodies
is the high degree of specificity which they possess for their
antigens .

This being the case , why is it that there are some

rickettsial diseases giving a measure of protection to an animal when it is reinoculated with another rickettsial organism?
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Bigger (1939) says that,

11

if there is an apparent lack of

specificity, it is because the i!'llllunizing material is complex and contains more than one antigenic substance . 11
Rickettsia, of course, contain several substances, all of
which are probably antigenic.

It follov•s, +bat. those rickettsiae

which give mild protection ag3.i --ist one a nether must contain a
number of the same antigens and are therefore quite similar .
,r,hos e r-i_ckettsia which give a larger measur~ of ;,rotection
one to the other oust have several antigenic substances in
common and are therefore very closely related.

Bigge!'" r1939)

states that, vmen a .rr:an or an anir!l-il becomes imr.:une to a bacterium, hts serum may ~nterc1ct not only with the bacterium used
to immunize, but also with other closely related bacteria bec~u$e
they ?Ossess common antigens .

This then is the importance of

the ~Tmune reaction and cross-immunity in this paper .

It will

show the relationshiu or lack of relRtionship between the various species of rickettsia .
In deter:nil"ling cross-immunity, the degree to 1•lhich one
disease protP.cts a~ainst -:mother is determined .

A laboratory

a.'1irr.al im.:·nune to the one d"isease , • is reinoculated with the organisms of the second disease.

If it gives complete protection ,

cross- im.~unity is established .
The requisites for carrtring out cross-immunity experiments
are:

(1) known virulent str~ins of the two organis.'T..s , (2) es-

I

tablishment of infection with one of the strains in a labor~tory

-16,.,.

.'.l.11.imal , ( '3) recovery of the animal from the infection , (J.. ) i noculation with the second str:1in .

Pinkerton (1936) says that for

practical purposes cross- immunity is ;_')Arhaps tte most lmportant
single criterion and , correctly carried out and interpreted, such
tests ·will often serve to identif:~ a:'.1 unknovm strain beyond a
reasonable noubt .
Usine the two methods which have been presented- serological and c~oss-irr-munity- -the interrelation of the rickettsi~l
dieeases of man will be presented .
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RelationshiE of Individual Disease
.'.tc?.hus
Though typhus :1.ppea.rs to have been an ancient disease ,
it is only recently that it was established as a disease entity,.

•·ormer ideas of its etiology are legion .
was called El tabardiglio or

11 coat"--

In Spain in 1489, it

louse-infested coats?-- .

In 1577, it w~s called jail fever and was attributed to the
"putrid animtl ste.e.ms" of the prisons .
believed in the year 1856.

Th;;.s theory was still

Fina117 in 1909 Cro.rles tJic-olle

proved that -the body louse spread typhus .

Holmes (19L-O) .

Then

B.icketts and

T·

ilder (1910) first described t.l-ie eliological agent

of typhus .

Corroboration was furnished by da Rocha Lima, who

1

in 1916 named the organism Rickettsia orowazeki in honor of
Ho11fclrd Ricketts and Stanialaus von Prowazek, both of whom died
of typhus in the course of their irrvestigatio---is .
Typhus, therefore, was the first of the "unclassified
fevers" to be described.

The rest of

ti-\?,

group of unclassified

fevers then became known as the "typhus - like" fevers .

This

first linkage of the unknown fevers to typhus occurred in 1917
(see page 8) and since then it has been strikingly demonstrated
that a great many of these fevers are related to typhus .
'lilson (1909), and T.'.'eil and Felix in 1915 demonstrated their
heterologous agelutination reaction and p-ived the way for new
discoveries .
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Anderson and Goldberger (1909) wrote the first article
on tre relation of Rocky lfountain spotted fever to typhus ,
though it was on purely clinical grounds .

(1910) asked themselves,

11

Ricketts end vrilder

i.fay typhus fever have a group rela-

tionship to the spotted fever of the Rocky Mountains. 11

This

is the first article in which ste!)S were undertaken to ascertain rickettsfal group relationship.

They found th2.t serum

from typhus cases gave no protection against Rocky Mountain
spotted fever.

They could show no cross-immunit~, between

typhus and spotted fever ( using monkeys).

The;'/ also attempted

to agglutin~te tre bacilli associated with spotted fever using serum from typhus patients .

Their results were negative .

They then concluded that spotted fever and typhus fever are
not identical , and that the organisms of the disease are not
closely related biologically, whatever morphological similarity their might be.
Though Ricketts and ''lilder

(1910) probably first discovered

the etiological agent of typhus, their reports were subject to
doubt , a~d Rickett's death at this time prevented his further
resea.rch.

There followed reports b ~T others assigni"lg the dis-

ease to various causative age~ts .

Plotz

(1914) descrited an

organism which he considered the etiological agent of typhus.
Olitsky

(1917) waE of the opinion that this Bacillus typhi-

exanthematici of Plotz was the cause of typhus and added proof
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by his immunologic studies.

Da Rocha-I ima in ] 916, however,

established the frequent presence of rickettsia in lice and
soon confirmation was coming from most authorities.

Wolbach ,

Todd, and Palfrey.(1922), and Mooser (1928) found a source of
rickettsia for laboratory study in mammalian tissue (the scrotal
sac where body tempera~ure is lower) which allowed more rapid
progress .

Zinsser and Castenada (1930) found that washed ricket-

tsia were capa:)le of produdr z typhus, so t}1at the el :oJ ogical
relationship of B. prowaziki to typhoid is nov v.ell established .
1

Mooser, who was working with guinea-pigs , believed that
the tabardillo of' 1 rexico was not identic':l.l 1·:ith the "European
typhus.

He based his views on patholoaical differences in the

guinea-pig tissues.

ince then, Zinsser a~d C~staneda (1932

have show!'l. that the rickettsia of Ye~ican typhus 'are specifically rel3,ted to Old 'Norld typhus or identical with it .

They

were unable to exnlain the fact that the serum fro m one strain
agglQtinated the organism from the other much more feebly than
the hcmologous serum.

By cross-irrmru.nity experiments, however,

and by the 1Yeil-Felix reaction ·which developed in all cases,
they concluded that the organisms are closely related thoueh
probably not identical.
Brill in 1898 reported a series of cases which resembled
typhoicl. that gave no '"idal reaction.

Then in (1910) he pointed

out that this disease most resembled typhus but did not believe
it was bec~use it appeared outside of the typhus season and was
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endemic rather than epidemic .

'9rill , in 1911, compared the

disease, reported by h..l.m , to tabardillo .

He inoculated mon-

keys but failed to show that immunity followed, as

jt,

does in

typhus .
Then in 1913 Paullir;. reported on a series of cases of endemic typhus in Georgia and in 1923 Allen decided that tLe transmission was "'.'ln+ rie".'lcr.dant
on the louse ..
...

Holmes (1940 ).

Maxcv

(1929 ) also doubted U1e louse- to- man transmission and favored
the idea of a rat-flea- man mode of transmission .

He also re-

ported that this southern endemic type , the Mexican type , and
the olcl world type of typhus would all immunize one against t,he
others.

He also reported a positive Weil-Felix i'1 t11.cse south-

ern cases .

Then Dyer, "forkman, 'Radger , 8nd Ru.'!lreich ()932; suc-

ceeded in transraitting the endemic strA.in of typhus to rat fleas
and proved that they were the prob~ble means of causln5 the disease in humans .

From the date of t reir work typhus has been

divided into two types, trie epidemic or louse borne and the endemic or murine ( rat) t;),rphus.
Kligler , Aschner, and Levine (1935 ) reported that guineapigs which have recovered from epidemic typhus are imnnme to
the rat strain but find that gui.nea-oies which have

een infected

with the rat str.s.in are r.ct so corrpletely immune to the epidemic
strain .

hey believe that the louse-borne and ~lea-borne strains

or rickettsia can be differentiated both antigenically and rloloeically and that the two types , though probably having a common
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origin , are at present distinct.

olbach

(1939) says that,

based on cross-i~1unity test, there js in the t~,phus group
only one suecies of r> 1cettsia V'hich is the

Ii•

,:e:rowazeki

with a possible sub-strain or sub-species which is associated
with the murine type of tY"1hus .

7i.'1sser

(1737) stated th.'.lt

the group of true tynhus may he regarded as consisting of two
dPfinite types, one of ,rhicl-i is the classical, Europea11 ( epidemic) and the other the murine.

Pin~erton

(1936) stated

that the difference betv;-een the two types is of a sub-specific
ma6 nitude and consequently named the two t:i,rpes

!i·

prowazeki and

prowazeki var . mooseri .

li•

1?,rovrazeki var .

The latest opinion

concerning the debate as to how definite the two tyoes of tynhus
really are comes from Castaneda

(1942) who says that the immune-

logical differences between murine and classical strains of rickettsia become less and less evident with the conti.~ued improvements
in the methods of testing cross-:ku"Tiunity.

,

ThP present classifications , however, still agree in dividing
typhus into the eoidemic and ende:ciic types.

The epide::.ic t:rne is

Y.'.lriously referred to as Classical, "exanthematic", "louse-borne",
:md "European" typhus .
can", "rat " ,

11

sr.op" or

Tr.e endemic has been ref erred to
11

urb,,:in", and "muri11e" typhus .

form stands pretty well alone .
the Tabardil lo of Mexico, Maxcy ' s

9-S

"Ameri-

The epidemic

ndemic t yPhus, however, inc 1ude s
isease of South-East United

tates, Brill's disease , fievre nautique Toulon , Manchurian typhus,
Urban t~rphus of }lalaya and prob::i.bly hss had other locality names
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before its true nature was identifled.
The first attempts to shov1 the re1ationship of typhus to
any of tre other rickettsial diseases , began as a means of making a differential diasnosis between tvphus and Rocky )fountain
spotted fev<;r.

Kelly (1923) percieved that

11

the si.mH1.rity of

Rocky Mountain spotted fever to typhus suggested that the 'JeilFelix reaction might be present in the former r!lsease also

11

So , in a ser;f>s cf nine cases he attempted to test the reaction .
He found no agglutination in .e:i ~ht cases am one dilution of

1/400, on one occasion, in the ninth patient.

He concluded

that , '\''hile his series of cases was not large, it suggested
tha. t the Tl'eil-Felix reaction in Rocky Hounta.in spotted fever

is negative .

Kerlee and Spencer (1929 ) gave credit to Kelly

for !Ila.king the first tests in Rocky Mountain spotted fever but
stated, in t }ieir preliminary report on the 1''.eil-Felix, that by
using rabbit mid human serum they could sho1'i the presence of agglutinins for two strains of

!1•

£!.Oteus 119 .

I t has since be-

come well established that typhus and Rocky Mountain spotted
fever are related, though not so closely that they will give
cross immunity--as demonstrated b~r Ricketts (19101 .
S.:Uce 1929 attempts h~ve been made to show the relation
of typhus to the various rickettsial diseases as they have been
studied .
Typhus , of course, gives complete immunity with other straips
of epJdemic typhus .

I

According to too table compiled by Pinkerton

....2_3.,.

(1936) epidemic typhus also gives complete cross-lmmunity with
Tabardi1lo, Endemic typhus of southeastern U. S. A., Hanchuri3.n
typhus, and Tropical (or "Shop") typhus .

Reports on cross-

immunity with endemic typhus of liustralia are ambiguous or inconclusive and no report on the cross im~unity relationship
to Ship fever of Toulon can be found.
Typhus gives a positive Weil-Felix reaction with Proteus·
OX19.

Felix (1942) , Pinkerton (1936), and others have shown

that epidemic tyPhus, Tabardillo, Brill ' s dis ease, Manchurian
typhus, ~Jalayan shop typhus, fievre natique Toulon and the
forms in Australia , India and Burma all five a positive Weil Felix reaction with the Proteus OX19 .

This affords the basis

for grouping all these form.5 of the disease into one sub- group
in Felix's classification.
The relationship of typhus to the sootted fever is not so
great.

There is little or no cross- immunity and the T1Teil-Felix

is not ·so specifically OX19 positive .

1

However, there is a defin-

ite positive Weil-Felix reaction in this sub-group which shows
a true rela.tionship between these ricket tsial dis eases.
Typhus cross-immunity experiments with Rocky Mountain spotted fever are negative as shown by ~icketts, in 1910.

Then Dyer

(1933) found that guinea- pigs which had recovered from typhus
are non-immune to the Sao Paulo virus , a virus which is identical with that of 'R.ocky Jlountain spotted fever.

However , at this

time , Pinkerton (1936) states that there is a slight, non- specific
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cross- imnunity relationship existing between the b:o diseases .
He states that there is the same slight ,

1on-specifi.c relation-

ship with the other fevers desi.snated as the spotted fever subgroup , or according to FeliY-, the "type undetern.ined ."

These

are the eastern strain cf spotted fever, thP Minnesota varian+ ,
Sao Paulo typhi.l.s , and F .:.e,rrP. boutonneuse.

Concerning the fievre

boutonneuse, the observations are still j_nconclusive or ambi6 ,1ous .

The tick bite fever of South Africa poses another contro-

versial point .

ijper and Dau (1932) report that~ gu.inea- p:s ,

following: ari in.:',,.,<:-+.i.c12 with the ty9hus virus, i 5 im.,:une against
a dose of tick- bite fever six weeks later.
verse is not true .

However, the re-

Zinsser (1937) believes that this l·rork sh<.'m]d

be repeated by ct.lier~ before being accented anrl states that only
further study can clarify it2 exact position .
T;,rphus shows no evidence c f cross - L:inunity with ::iny of the
tsutsug::i.::nushi strains .

In most cases these experiments have

been difficult to c1.rry out because it is not posdhle to infect the guine.'.l- pig with the tsutsue;a.foushi virus .

Zins.ser (1917,.

i ni-rnrton (193€-) '."'tates that cross- iir.munity experiments ::..re inconclusive but tr,P consensus of reports is that there is no relationshin at all between +.:7phus and tsutsugamushi.

Lewthwaite

·and Savoor (l 9J6r.) report a!:)soluti=>ly nc cross- l.'111"1unity beb,een
a strain of tsutsugar;mshi and a strain of typhus existin.r.; in
I

I

!!.alaya .
That there is a relationshfo between t:rphus and the
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tsutsugarrrushi group · s shown by the positive I''eil-Pelix reaction .
n tsutsuga~ushi , however, the reaction is specific for the OXK
(Kingsbury variety and f'or no other type .

·Pinkerton (1936, ,

Felix (1942), Lewthwaite and Savoor (1936), and al 1 other author~
ities now agree on the s:!"'ec lficity of the proteus nxK for tsutsugamush:.. .
There is no cross-:irnmun~ty between tynhns and either the
ustralian or

erican

known stra ·n of Prote1..s

11 n 11

Y

fevers.

There is at present no

which will agglutimte ,·:itb

"0"

serum.

~urnet and Freeman (1939) concluderl tra+ there vras no relPtion
between tynhus ani the

"Q"

fevers.

the advisi:ibility of olacing these

liany ~uthor-ities question

'"2"

fevers in wi t 1~ the t:.-,hus

group of' d i.sea.se .
From the above it would appear that, on the basis of agglutinatio , there is some bond between all these ri.c 1<ettsial
diseases except the

1tl"lt1

group of' fevers .

Cr. the h"'sis or cross-

immunity and specificity in the type of proteus C'X used, it
•ould appear th.1t there must also be consider-:l.ble differences
betwee11 these various diseases.
1.'elix u.nd "?horles (1931), however, state that thP sie:nificance of tr~ :iet:;qtive cross-:L1mn.mity experiments is invalidated
as nei;v serol.ogic:il type cf' tyohus are foun. • .

ailure to obtain

cross protecti..on l'etween cln~sici:il ty,:,hus ~.1r! other typhus-lil<:e
diseases m,3.y be 1ue to cl ifference l!'l nnU 'sen only,
case in serological types of other bc1c-:Pri1..

-2

<1

s in + he

The,..efore, ·the

typhus nature "f a disease w:ich ; s otherwise typhus- like shou, d
r.ot be definitely excluded

the basis of Y1e£1.tive cross-immnity

0.1

tests .
Cross-i.rmr.unity and agglutination reactions f or all of the
form of endemic typhus are the same as those described f or classical epide· ic typhus .

I1 other words they all agglutim.te proteus

OX19 and not proteus OXK.

'T'bey nll give cross protection within

their o·:m group and doubtful or no cross protf'dion nith the
spotted fev r , tstsuga-nushi , and

"Q"

virus types of rickettsial

riisease .

Rel:" tior.s l<'or Tz, 1hus

---~--.}: --~~ .. -ai:1 fever gp.

!z'.2?,hus

tsutsug"~-,u.shl go.

,..-1

I"\

g_p.

"<,

.,,_,?P;,

"'v~'o

//

Y....,P.US

-•h

1:'-,4,-.
•
_;-r..1.c

c">-o0e,

l~se

~ e nati~ue of ~oulon
Mal.,.y shon tynhus

"8rlll's d isease
'

outh East United States
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The 'l'ick Bite or Spotted Fever GI'C'up
The spottea fever group is represented by the Roch-y
ou.ntain spotted fe"er .
any major degree of

2.

Ti is disease was the first. to receive

ttention and was the first to be complete-

ly wor}~ed out .
K~rlee c1nd Spencer (1929) discovered thc-,.+, Rocky Mountain
spotted fever gave a prcte..is C'Xl9 reaction \''Tl ich was weakly
though definitely positive.

Since th~t tirre it has been

found that Rocky 1 fountain spotted fever will also giire mildly
positive reaction with

0 .t..2

and O.ICK 1.lso.

Felix (1942J uses

this as the basis for grouping this fever in the class "type
undeter"Ilined . 11
eimann, Ulrich and l<'isher (1932) found in Minnesota a
disease which closely reseir.bled Rocky \iountain spotted fever .
T~e:, found that t:.rphus fever appeared to protect guinea- pigs
agai:ist the ~..finnesota variant and that Rocky t!ountain spotted
fever immune guinea- pigs also protected against the Einnesota
strain.

Tr,ey believed that they had found o. transitional type

midway between sootted fever ::md typhus.
They later found that the l.~innesota form of spotted fever
did not protect agc:inst either typhus or Rocky Mountain spotted
fever .

Then Pinkerton, in a letter to Rei~ann, stated that he

had repeated the experirr£nts and did not find th~t ty::ihus protected against the Minnesota. spotted fever, but Rocky Mountain
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spotted fever-irrmune guinea-pigs were protected.

Therefore ,

it was finally concluded that the Y-innesota spotted fever
reoresented an exceptionally mild tyPe of snotted fever and it
is now called the

11

!.linnesota variant".

These workers also found that ttere was a positive rleilFelix with the proteus CX19 , OX2 , and OXK .
Badger, Dyer, and Rumreich (1931), incidental to a typhus
.lrvey in the eastern states, dlscove.,..ed th"" "eastern type" of

S1

Zinsser (J937) states that, .'.l.lthouf"h the western

spotted fever.

and eastern t;ypes cross - iin.r.mnize completely, there are differences between them which render it likely that trey are not entirely identical .

Felix (1942) reports a moder~te agglutina-

tion of proteus OX19 , 012 and OXK by the serum of this eastern
spotted fev6r.
ocky :Mountain spotted fever and i.ts Vinnesota and eastern
strains do not give cross- immunity to any of the typhus , tsutsugarnushi, or

11

.2 11 fever group .

Ricketts md Wilder (1910

were the first to try cross-immunity experirr£nts o~ typhus and
Rocky Mountain spotted fever .

The;,,• reported that their ex-

periments were "possibly of such value that a close relationship is actually disproved . "
Due to difficulty in establhhing tsutsugamushi in expe rimental animals, the cross-immunity results between Rocky Mountain spotted fever and tsutsugamushi are not well known .

Pi nker-

ton (1936) states that there is probably no cross-imr:1unity thoueh
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the reports are ambiguous and inconclusive .
for is there any cross-immunizing effect with the
fevers.

"Q"

Dyer (1939) reported that Rocky Mountain spotted

fever-im"'.l.une guinea-pies shov•ed a ty·pical disease reaction
1•1hen innoculated with either Australian "Q" fever or kmerican
"X" fever .
In 1932, there appearPd in Sao Paulo, Brazil a fever
which was clinically much like Rocky Mountain spotted fever .
It was named

11 Exanthematic

Typhus of Sao P8u.lo 11 •

Parker

(19,3) , one of the first to test this new virus a~ai~st Roch-y
!fountain spotted fever, stated that his res..1lt s showed a close
relationshin between the viruses .

Dyer (1933) i11oculated gulnea-

oigs with this virus and determined that the cross-immunity
for Rocky Mountain spotted fever was comnlete .
the tv:o viruses identical.
tirely vrl.th Dyer .

He pronounce

Parker and Davis (1933) agree en-

Davis and Parker (1934) reported that posi-

tive cross-iu:irnunity existed between Sao Paulo typhus. Rocky Mountain spotted fever, a,1d fievre boutonneuse.

Dyer (1933J ascer-

tained th3. t serum from rabbi ts infected with the Sao Paulo virus
r

caused agglutinetion of the proteus Xl9 bacillus .

Felix (1942

clai.'!ls t.h2.t there is moderate agglu+,ination for OX19 , OX2 , and

CXK .
Pinkerton (1942) states that it has been established by
thorough study that there are no important differences between
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the agents of t:tock:,r Yountain spotted fever and Sao Paulo typhus .
Therefore, tL0ugh there has not been rr:uch written on the crossirrL11Unity of Sao Paulo with the other rickettsial dis eases , it
seems q_ite safe to soy that the relationsh.:p would be the same
as that cf Rocky ~fountain spotted fever .:md the other rickettsial
feveri=; .
nother disease of the snottel fever group is Poutonneuse
Fever (Flevr-~ ,c;-v--i.:thel':latique of )~arsscilles and febbre eruttiva
of P-~ly) ,

3.

disease resembling spotted fever w~th the addi-

tion of a local ulcer and adenopathy which suggests ts~tsugamu.shi .
tis found in all of the cou:-itries bordering the Mediterranean
ere has been considerable work done with the 1uestion of
cross- .immunit:r of fievre bo'1tonneuse .

Camimopetros and Co:1tos

ln . 1132 found no cross- im.';!Unity between this fever n.nd typhus .
Brumpt claimed

111

1912 that fievre boutonneuse did not protect

::tt,:a.inst ~ocky ?.fountain spotted fever.

Hu.ss and Pir1kertoz. (1936;.

adger (193J), •,owever, found e, 1.dence of reciproc.:11 crossiITlI'Il.lnity between these two diseases and concluded that his work.
suggested t,he two diseases were identical immunologically .

Davis

and Parker (1934) reported that there existed a positive crossimmunity between Sao Paulo typhus , Rocky ?fountain spotted fever,
and boutonneuse fever .

1n this sar.e article , however , he pre-

sents the · riforma+ ion that a vacdne prepared

&6 ':l.inst

Rocky

I.~ount::l.in spotted fever protected against 8nc Paulo typhus but
not agair~s t fievre boutonneuse .
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TherP4'ore,

11e

believee that

boutonneuse fever is related to spotteri fever hut not as closely
as is Sa.o Paulo fever.

f!;,ss a'ld Pinkerton (1936) confirmed this

finding .
There are no reports in the

iterature on the relationship

of fievre boutonneuse to the tsutsugamushi group or to the two
strains of " Q" feve,...

It is to be suspected, however , that there

is no more cross-l.rUTiunity existing between these groups. than between Rocky Mountain spotted fever and the eroups.
nS

regards the l'Ieil-Fel:ix reaction for fievrP. boutonneuse,

Hass, and ninkerton

(1936) state that the serum from patients

affected t7 +his fever usually agglutinated B proteus OX19 in
low titer .

lC'.ver titer and often no ae;glt...tinAtion were ob-

ta.ined vd_ th :S proteus OX2 :ind OJCK .

This is interpreterl as the

"group" aggluti1"l.tion rather than the "main" agglutination described bv FeliY.,

(1942).

Keny1 typhus of ead Africa is, accordin.g to Pijper and
Dau

(1935),. nothing more than fievre boutonneuse.

The cross-

immunity and agglutination phenomena , then, Must be the same .
There is nothing furthe~ obtaira.ble from the literature at hand .
Only recently it was discovered that one of the three typhus
like diseases of South ~frica is more closely related to the
spotted fevnr group than the typhus eroup.

These typhus-like

diseases occur togeU-er in this region and it is due to t'1e work
of Pijper and Dau (1932, 1935) and Cear (1938) that these diseases have been separated to any recognizable forr.i.

....3z_

These workers

described a for111 of

11

Louse-borne typhus" which resembles in all

essential respects the simi1 ~rly n'?merl disease which occurred
elsewhere .

The., also described a murine typhus which resembled

those cases caused by the ~urine virus elsewhere .
they described a for:n of tick typhus.

In addition,

Pij:y=•r and Dau (1931)

stated that "we claim that in southern Africa there exists ,
apart from t~?hus, a sepn.r3.te tvphus-like disease , ~ich should
be called tick-bite fever •.•..• 11 •

They report tha. t tick-bite

fever and typhus are ofte!1 confused and r::ost publications are
not clear on their results and conclusions.

TlJase two w:,rkers

(1935) state that this disease resembles fievre boutonneuse,
but the two are not identical.

They found that the agglutina-

tion reaction was rlifferent from toutonneuse fever, :md that
immune serum from a Rocky Mountain spotted fever case gave no
protection against th is disease .

?arl~er (1933) showed that the

L:..-·:une serum from this tick- bite fever would not protect against
spot-ted fever.

Pijper and Dau (1935) also cit::mur1strated that

there was no cross-immunity between the tick-bite fever and the
typhus fevers of ~outh Africa .

This was substantiated b~ Gear.

Gear (1938), though he states that the louse typhus of South
frica resembles in all essent.ial respects the classical typhus,
reports that he got " ~roun 11 agglutination with CX2 an<l OXK and

a low

11

:::iain" aggluti ..,,.,

L;

~r 0f OX19- --a finding which is demon-

strative of some minor di:fference between the two .

The murine

typhus of South Africa also shows a minor variation from the
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murine typhus reported elsewhere .

The similarity of these two

diseases to their type d ·.seases is great enough , hrn\ever , that.
the relationship they hold for South African tick-bite feyer
is applicable to the type disease .

Both Gear (193,Q) and Pi j per

and Da.u (1931) found OX19 , OX2 , and OXK agglutination with the

tick-bite fever .

These authors use this as the basis of their

claim that their tick-bite fever or tick typhus is related to
the spotted fever group .
Therefore, the follo1ving relationship may be established:

e.n.

-P----- --·--

gp .

go .

/

\\Q

Q fever 1:£•

~Q-efJ;,

ROCKY MOUNTAIN SPOTTED FF.VER

~1
ef

Minn . Varient

00

fever

€;t,

a.stern Variety

KenE._hvp_hus of E. Africa

Sao Paulo
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outormeus fever

Tsutsug_a11ushi
The type for this group is the tsutsugamushi disease of
Jaoan .

It was first recognized as a clinical entity by Baeltz

and :fawami in 1879 .

7i!'lsser (1937).

From 1908 to 1014 tbe

disease was studied in Sumatr.:i. by Schuffner (1915) who rea1ized
that he vms dealing with a form of tsc1tsugamusri.
the disease he ·was working with

11 pseudotyphoid"

Fe called

but

'l t

the same

tLme he realized that there was no etiolorical relationship
between typhoid a.nd this disease .

Kawamura (1926) comniled a

two hundred p~ge article on tsutsugamushi ,,..,fct sum"'led up all
that

"'''3.S

known 3.t thc1.t time .

s yet no 111rork h::i.d been cb ne on

cross- immunity and this worker could not est;:i.blish that t ,he re
was any very effective iil1JlIUnity following the disease .

He at-

tempted to find the agglutim.tion reactions for the B proteus
group CXl 9 but could get no hieher t::. +er f rorn his sick an j_rn3.ls
than his controls.

So the belief at this time wa~ that there

was no cross-immunity or agglutj n:J.tion for the proteuf' group .
It WE'.s in 1925 tha+ Fle tcher and Lesslar were worki•1g wit'
what they thoucht to be a str".in of

'Q

proteus C'Yl 9 ::mt which

was l<>ter fou'1rl to be a variant that they named
Kirigsbury or OX.K .

Felix and Rhodes (19-:i1).

P

proteus C'JC

T'.'Lile weir king wit

this strain they found pos~.tive reactions 1.n certain cases and
negative react.:..ons i..."1 cases that ww ld caune agglutim tion y•ith
O:iCl 9.

This resulted in the discovery of a tro:!)ical typhus of
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falaya , which they 13.ter showed w3.s identical with tsutsuga11ushi
of Japan .

Fletcher ( lS"'O) described the " rural " or scrub typhu

of Malaya and stated that it w::i.s r1ore closely related to the
tsutsugamushi disease ttan to tyohus .

He supr:orted tr::f' state-

ment by shov:ing , in conjudction with Field in 1927 , that cases
of tsutsugamushi give no ae;glutim.tion with OX19 but s ig'1ificant
agglutin?.tion of the ?'ingsbury type of P proteus OX .

(1930) .

Felix,

Thyashi "l.nd Takeuchi (1923) found that monkeys ir.ununized

against the tsutsugamushi disease are not protected against Rocky
Mountain fever .

The studies of Nakaj i.-na in

1932

seemed to indi-

cate that t sutsugamushi is immunologically distinct from typhus
I

and spotted fever but are inconclusive because they used the r~bbit which has a low suscentability to the disease.
Lewthwaite and Savoor

(1936A)

published several articles con-

cerning the relationship of the tropical typhus types of FPlay
and tsutsuga.mushi .

They repeated tre proteus OXK agglutination.

in both ~he " rura1 " typhus of Malay and ts,1tsug2.mush.:.

?!1'1

demon-

strated the relationshiD to even gre::ter satisfaction .
These same workers in a."lother l.rticle (1936B) continued
their research and found that cross immunity between the viruses
of " rural " typrus md tsutsugamushi , in leboratory animals , is
complete .

Using other data they found that these diseases were

identical and stated that the term "rural II typhus should be dropped .
In a succeeding article Lewthwaite and Sa,:oor
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(1936c)

demonstrated

a complete lack of cross-imr•,unity between the viruses of spotted
fever And tsutsugamushi .
tween the virus of

11

Since there is no cross-immunity be-

uban 11 typhus and spotted fever, and since

the "urban" typhus eives t11e i3 proteus OY.l9 agglutination reaction it can be inferred that the
of endemic typhus.
thwaite and Savoor

11

urban 11 tyryhus is a fo.,..m

This is confirmed by Fel:ix

(194?) . Le,"-

(1936c) showed there was no relation between

the tsutsuga'llushi disease and

11

urban 11 ty?hus .

It, can be con-

cluded therefore, that there is no relationshio between tsutsuga.mushi and the typhus group .
No further work., my more extensive or searchine than that
of Lewthmite and Savoor, has been done on tl:.e tsutsu 5 amushi
group since

1936. Their reports are sufficient , however , to

show that the different types of tsutsugamushi are closely related and that the diseases as a group, thrugh related to the
other tyohus- like fevers , are to be grouped apart ~rom the tyohus
group, and the spotted fever group .

Typrus gp.

~ocky Vountain fever g2.

'

tsutsugaf!lushi g2 .

Q fever f;;2•

I

>'

:?I:

TSUTSUGfJ.filSHI

Of Japan a~d Formosa
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Scrub t;y:nhus of HaJ!ar

"Q"

Fever Group

In 1935 , E. H. Derrick, Direct.or of the Queensl'1nd HE>alth
Department, Australia, wa~ ~:rPcted to investigate the occurrence of

-:i

number of cases of so called "coastal fever" in Bris-

bane .
In his study, Derrick found that tre disease could not be
diagnosed as being any of t~e then ~nov-.n fevers, so he called it

"Q"

(~eensland) fever.

He employed the innoculation of euinea-

riz!'l as one line of his j nvestigation.
ease brought about an iml'!IUnity .

He found that the dis-

Using thei=;e immune zuinea-oigs

he v-.as able to prove that this fever was a nev,r disease entity .
Since he c<mld see or cultivate no orga:1ism, he sent some infected material to F. l' . 13urnet who was successful in <iiscovering rickettsial bodiE>s in the spleen of rice which had been infected.

erric'.{ (1919) riamed these organisP.ls Rickettsia burneti

in honor of F.

1

' .

Burnet.

Derrick (1937) published the first written report on
fever .
disease.

11

0 rt

It was a very complete and ,·rell manae;ed report on a new
He gave the general characteristics of the disease ,

cited ni:ie typical case histories, .:md .mde it complete with a
survey of .r is laboratory fi --idings .

I

Triough no cross-.:..nmunity ex-

periments had as yet been attempted, Derrick noted tbat t.tiere
W[..S

no agglutination with the

0X19, o:~2, or ox=~
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strains o~ Pro"';..eus.

I•

Burnet !md Freeman
Australian

11 Q"

fever .

(1937 ) also pioneered in the ~~rk on
They stated t hat , from their inability

to get agglutination of the Proteus group , they are dealing
with a type of rickettsia distinct from those known to be
pathogenic for human beings .

They state d that it was quite

obvious that the infection due to the

"Q"

virus does not cor-

respond with the type form of any one o f the three divisions
i . e . the group typified by typhus , Felix ' s , group OX19 ; the
group typified by tsutsugamushi, Felix's OXK ; or the group
typified by Rocky !fountain spotted f ever, Felix' s "undetermined " group .
They considered that it wasn ' t a form of endemic typhus
because the Australian typhus gives a high titer with CX19 .
That it wasn ' t

c>

form of tick-bite fever,- such as Rocky Moun-

tain spotted fever , w·rn judged fror:: the fact that this

"1"

virus does not cause a low titer agglutination in all groups .
And against its bein::;; a form of tsutsugamushi is tne fact
that .lt will not agglutinate OXK to a significant titer , nor
is there an ulceration at tbe site

0 f'

the insect bite .

There

w:i.s a suirnestion of a deeree of il:urunity produced by typhus
infection a.gainst

11

n 11 fever .

The reverse

r:i.s

not found to be

true .
1n a later article, Burnet and Freeman (1939?) again concluded that

nf"u

fever has no antigenic relationship to a.ny of

the previously known human Rickettsiosis .
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'T'his time they used

rickettsial a~ilutinetion tests and attempted to ~rotect their
anir.ials using vaccines made fron: th.e otrer strains o-1" rickettsia .
Ttese tests succeeded in establishing even more substantially
the l~ck of relationship .
..t about this same ti>re Davis and Cox (1933), irorking in
Arnerica , reported on their dHcovery of a filter uassine infectious agent which

rad

been obtained fro,n so:ne ticks .

""1-iese

ticks hed bPen collected on a stream near :Missoula. , lfontana ,
known as Nine-~ile Creek.

The infection resulting from these

organisms was f'or a ti.me, therefore , called TIUne- Mile fever.
It

.:.s

quite possible that this virus discovered in. 1938 i~ t he

same as a .:']lter passinf aeent reported hy Nogucl-ii (1936, .
of:uchi obtained four ticks from this sarr.e re,:ion J.nd infected
guinea-pigs by :ieans

0

f these ticks .

!-le found that a vuinea-

pie that we.s infected by 0m of the +icks res·')onded differently
than ci id the others .

He subsequently discovered that w":ile tt1~

three zuinea-pi:;s "·ere irrrnune to Rocky Mountain spotted fever
this fourt:b one wr

idently he clrop~d his work at that

'10t .

:xint because t.he next report -~ th.~t of Dc-_viE "rid Cox in 193~ .
These two vorkers, Davis ::ind Cox (193g), found that crossimrnunit:, tests with tl:eir

f'

.:.it er-passi ,,f: virus failed to indi-

cate: any r"ll :-it ionsb ip between Rocky \fountain spotted fever , endc,1ic- typhus,

~r any of the other ricl:ettsial diseases then

kno~m to be e~demic in North America .
Then Cox (193:3), while looking for virus :l.ncl tSion bodies

- I+()__

in the cells of the inflamatory exhudate produced in the guinca-

pig, found instead large nwrbers of minute, extracellular and
intr"l.cellular plecmorphic oreanisms which he ide'1tified as
rickettsia .
Cox (19-:i9) decid. d th."l.t,

11

.:>ince the outstr ... rlirig character-

istic, d_;_ffercntiating thic' agent from t.he knov.n pathoeenic
rickettsia, is its f'lterability the name Rickett~-:a dia:ioric.9.
-1i3.-::.o,..icu is derived from the rreek r:-ord and means , }i:iv.i.ng t':le
property or ability to p:i.ss throueh) is proposed."
In }fay, 1938, a staff r1ember of the :Jational Institute of
Hez.lth c:J.esi.gnated 3s
became ill.

11 :x: 11 ,

who v;as ,'!orki'1g with this virus agent ,

He ccmplained of c'bil ls, fever, and joint rains .

The illness l::..sted about two weeks artd the convalescence was
rapid.

rnthe sixthdz.y of his illness 5 c . c . of his blood was

in~ected into a gu-Lnea- pig which reacted in eight days .

It was

est&hlished +,hat tre infection in the t).l.:.,~ca-pis w0s irientical
v:ith t.he infection st..f'fered hy
ferred to several euine3.- pigs .

11 Y 11 •

The strain vm.s then trans-

Qic kE ttcia-like bodies could be

demonstrated in the -1:.issuec' of t hef:e animals .
pro-1:.e<'ted against Rocky }fountain spot+;ed fever .

The;)' were not
DyPr (1')38) .

Dyer (19?')) found thc.t this Nine-~~ile fever caused no ag-

glut.iru:. ti on for tr e Proteus ': str.:i.ins when serum frc:11 the rabbit was used .

It was soon recosnized that there might be some relation
between the Australian

11

:2 11 fever and th ls Airerican ''X" fever .
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This was not a chance observation but was due to the fact that
th~ laboratory vorker

11 x 11 ,

who was the first human to be in-

fected 1·1ith the :Une-V:ile fever, was a member of the ~rat i.onal
Institute of Healt:-i and this Institute rad been working with
11 1 11

fever just a few months previously.
Shortly thereafter, Dyer (1938) found that guinea-pigs

that had recovered from a strain cf Australian

11

:;;,

11

fever, sent

to this c ountry by Burnet , were imrmme to the Airerican
strain .

He tried to inoculate monkeys with his

burnet had done ·with the

"Q"

11

11

X11

Y.: 11 strain as

strain hut w1.s unsuccessful.

De-

spite this difference he believed the two strains were very
similar though probably not identical .
Burnet and Freeman (1939 8 ) obtained a strain of the American "X 11 fever .

They came to the conclusion that, as far as

could be judged by cross-inununity experirrents in guinea- pigs
and cross-agglutination of both tynes of rickettsfal emulsions
with

11 011

and

11 X. 11

cally identical.

ir:t·m.me serum, the two ~trains are immunologiThey fou '1d the

11

X11 strain to be more virulent

than the "~" stri=tin (as had the American workers) but decided
that the differences in virulence could not hA regarded as more
than those fr~quently seen between two strains of any ~icroorganisms.

Triey conclude that both typefl should be included

in tte sa~e species.
;yer (1939) made extensive cross-immunity studies using
a

11 ~ 11

fever strain , a "Y" fever strain; two strains of typhus,
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endemic and epidemic ; and a ;nild and a virulent strain of
Rocky Moantain spotted fever .

He found corrplete cross- i:nrnmity

between the two typhus strs.in-= , between the two spotted fever
strains , and beh•een the

11

X11 and the "1 11 strains , but there

was r.o evidence cf cross immu1ity between any of the groups .
Up

the

to this time there have been no re:)orts to indicate that
t1 ("\ fl

fevers are related to any of the J:r..nown ricl(ettsial

diseases .
Burnet and Free111a.n (1940) a,;ain reporled that , thouch
the virus of

"X"

"1"

feyer seldom caused death and the virus of

fever, in sufficiently large doses , had a de f inite fatal-

it:r rate, the two d.iseA.ses are immunological identical.

For

this reason they proposed that the Arrerican "X" fever be called
the American
Kendall

11

~

11

fever .

(1941) went one step farther and proposed t~at the

narre of the Aroorican snecies be changed to Rickettsia burneti
rather than FUckettsia dia-QorJ_Q_c!., because Derrick sugeesteri
the former in Janu~ry of 1939 and the Arre. rican name was first
published in October 1939 .
As a part of t:i.is Darticular subject cf the

11

'). "

virus it

may be fitti.,g tr- nention a recent development aco':t, which
quite a bit has reP.n "Written and which may be of some i11portance .
Ho:--nibrook

am

Nelson (1940) described an out break of
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pneumonltis which occurred in thP 71lc.tional Institute of Heal~ 11 .

•

ri~ pneumonitis was a 1Hil0 -f'or,n similar to the rr1.n? c:oses,
c::cattered throughout th.:.s country, th .1.t h::.vc been reported b:.r
many observers anrl riven ,r,,,,,.ious names .

In this im:tance , row--

ever, their report differed from the rest in t h1+. ::.t was followed by

8

report which described the etioloc-ical agent .

Top~i~g ~nd ~engston

(1940)

D~rer ,

identified the causative ar,ent .

Their first step was to boculate guinea-pigs .

It was noticed

that the patholog~' 5.n the guinea- pig resemhled that of "Q 11 _f.,-,,,er .
So mice were in~ected and th ir spleens ex3.mined microscopicall., .
T!-le sections showed t.yp::.cal "./' fever rickettsia .

Cross-imrnunitJ

tests were pre f'o.,..·rred a11d it 1"as fou,nd that they gave crMs- imrnunity
to the "~" strains of both A:ne:T"ica and tustralia .

There was no

cross-immunity v:ith Rocky Mount:iin spotted fever, epidemic or endemic typhus .

'T"hese wor lrers concluded that t'1e cause of the

monitis was due to a virus iden ..-:ca;l. to th3.t of

PilfU-

"2" fever .

It shou 7 f1 be r.,er1tioned thc>t these mernbf'rS of the staff th!:J.t
,·:ere inff:ctcd were not w0rking with "...," fever ard ".cr::ed in r.cattered parts of the bnildine .

Ano ... hf'r f1.ct that makes it seem

!llore logical that the rickettsia may be a cause of, in at leact
a great many cases, pneumonitis is that this . disease does not
seem to bP corrmmnlc:,_ble from one person to :mother but seems to
show up r:1Uch e.s wou 7 d aa insAct-borne infect.:.on .
Kendall (19l, 1

)

i.-.elieves thq,t the severc:;.l hundred reports of

pneumonitis v:ithin the terr-itorial limits of the United States ,
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similar cases from Engli~h ~0urn~ls , a..~~ the ~ustralian cases
"J' be due to a co!T,11cn ai:rent, the Ricketts.ic:. burncti , ,, .• ~cL

has been isoh.te 1 fro n aU except the English cases .
Relations for
T~ 11hu::-

P.

g

fever- -

Roc- ..y Houn+-:i11 ~e-·er f o .

/

..1.ustral.::..an () fever

tsut~u.,~"' ,rus' - 60 •

1~-~~q

<4

Comolete
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~eric&n X fever

50.

Trench Fever
In

1916, To~fer descr..'..bed extracellular rickettsia in the

intestine of infected lice and suggested ~hat these might be
the cause of Trencr' fever .

Da Rocka Lima, hov;ever, described

these sa~e organis~s in presumably normal lice.

Pinkerton

(1942) . Tlen Arkwright, Bacot, and nuncan (1919) found that
non-infective, ricketts..'..a-free lice became i "1fect:ive arid contaJ.11ed extracellu, ar rickettsia in the lumen cf the gut following a ~eriod of feeding on trench fever PAtients .
organisms were nru11ed Rickettsia wolhynica (also

!1•

These

1uintana).

Cowdr;:,· (192f) and Pinkerton (19L2) agree that it can only be
sald th"+

li•

9.uint9..na is the .,rot-,ble cause of trench fever .

ince the disease is ~ever fatal · t has been impossible to
search neuropsy material for tre rickettsia .

Cowdry (1926) .

Because of the failure to transMit the infection to laboratory animals and the virtual disappearance of the rUsease
following the 1"orld War I , it has been i.'ll.possible to make comparative agglutination and cross-im.rnunity comparisons bet1•reen
it and tli.e other me'11bers of the ::roup .

Dyer (191..0).

:·:olback

(1939) a~rees that v"ithout transmission to animals investigative
work on the disease resains at a standsti]J .
Pinkerton

Zinsser

(1937),

(1936) , Costaneda (194? ), and FeliY (1942) eli,~inate

~ny mention of Trench fever .
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Conclusion
!y conclusion can be taken 'Ni th few changes and without

any improvement from Megaw' s abstract of Castaneda's (19l..2)
article on,' "The Aeteological ProbleM of Exanthematic Typhus."
CostanedQ (1942) proposes the followbg classification of
the human ricketts:ial fevers , but he makes no mention of trench
fever.
1.

The Rocky }{ountain spotted few~r type, including Sao

Paulo typhus, Tokio typhus, and boutonneuse fever.
2.

!'.:xanthemat~c typhns, including murine tynhus , tabar-

dillo, ;.~anchurian typhus, a typical murine typhus, classical
or European typhus and Erill ' s disease .

J.

Tsutsugar.mshi - of Japan and Ualaya

4.

The Q fever of 1ueensland and Anerica.

The immunological relationshins between the fevers 0f these
different groups are held bv Castaneda to be much closer than
is generally belie•:ed .
He s.ipported this belief v;hen he found that a ~ocky Mountain
strain which hn.s caused a f~talitv of 90 per cent in normal
guinea-pigs killed only 20% of guinea-pigs which had recovered
from either murine or classical typhus fever .

He also f cund

that after passing the Rocky Mountain strain from one illlL·'nmized
guinea-pig to another by succesl'li ve inoculations, it gradually
lost its virulence for the immunized animals, but when the strain
was again transferred to normal animals it was as deadly as
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before .

Comparable results were obtained when guinea-pigs

immune to Rocky Mountain fever were inoculated with Rickettsia
of classical typhus.

He states that it will be interesting to

investigate the question whether the same close immunological
relationship exists between the otrer groups of Rickettsial
diseases.
Megaw footnote~ tht the author appears to be a firm believer in the essential unity of the Ric kettsial fevers, excepting trench fever ·which he does not discuss .
From the work done en these different fevers it is difficult at present to see the exact relationship of tbe Q fever
group to the other groups .

It is, however, definitely a ricket-

tsial fever and probably with the discovery of ne't' strains of
Proteus OX bacilli and refinements in cross-immunity technique
the relationship or lack of relationship to the other interrelated "Typhus-like fevers " will be more definitely sho...,.m.
All Groups - -

Typhus g::, .

'P',

tsutsugarrushi gp .

'

' '

Rocky '~ountain
Spotted Fever gp .

"'

Fairly definitly related
~elationship not estahlished
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- - - - -

Q fever gp .
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